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Executive Summary 
 
Energy Trust of Oregon is an independent nonprofit organization dedicated to helping 
ratepayers invest in energy efficiency and clean, renewable energy. Created in response to 
Oregon legislation and overseen by the Oregon Public Utility Commission, Energy Trust opened 
its doors in 2002. By 2009, it had saved Oregon ratepayers $440 million, while helping utility 
customers keep their energy costs low. Its activities have been guided by a series of strategic 
plans.  
 
In 2007, the Oregon Legislature extended the life of Energy Trust’s chief funding mechanism, a 
public purpose charge paid by electric utility customers. Previously set to sunset in 2012, the 
fund was extended to 2026. At the same time, the Legislature authorized utilities to collect 
supplemental funds for certain electric energy efficiency programs. Separate agreements with 
gas utilities address natural gas efficiency programs.  
 
This draft strategic plan was developed to give a fresh, long-range perspective to Energy Trust’s 
activities in light of these developments, and a more specific projection of activities over the 
coming five years.  
 
Our Vision 
 
Energy Trust envisions a high quality of life, a vibrant economy and a healthy environment and 
climate for generations to come, built with renewable energy, efficient energy use and 
conservation.  
 
Our Purpose 
 
Energy Trust provides comprehensive, sustainable energy efficiency, conservation and 
renewable energy solutions to those we serve.  
 
Our Goals 
 


Goal 1:  Long-term, help utilities and their ratepayers acquire all cost-effective 
energy efficiency. 


 Five-year goals: 
 


o Between 2010 and 2014, save 256 average megawatts of electricity, 
contingent on adequate funding, through efficiency and conservation 


o Between 2010 and 2014, save 22.5 million annual therms of natural gas, 
contingent on adequate funding, through efficiency and conservation 
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Goal 2:   Long-term, accelerate the rate at which new renewable energy generation 


is produced, helping to achieve Oregon’s 2025 goal of meeting at least 
eight percent of retail electrical load from small-scale renewable energy 
projects. 


 
 Five-year goals: 
 


o Between 2010 and 2014, achieve an additional 23 average megawatts of 
renewable energy 


o Flexibly expand markets including hydro, solar, geothermal, biopower and 
wind 


 
Activities Over the Coming Five Years 
 
To achieve these goals, Energy Trust proposes a variety of 2010-2014 activities, detailed on 
pages 13-17. 


1. Accelerate energy efficiency investments at a pace consistent with available funding 
2. Maintain support for a variety of renewable energy technologies  
3. Encourage innovative technologies and practices 
4. Support development of clean energy businesses  
5. Provide excellent customer service to all Energy Trust participants 
6. Bring a broad perspective to two-year budgets and action plans by considering their 


overall balance and equity 
7. Communicate the value of energy savings and renewable energy generation 
8. Maintain an efficient, effective and transparent organization that responsibly invests 


ratepayer funds 
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Background 
 
Energy Trust came into being in the aftermath of the 2000-2001 energy crisis, when a decade of 
underinvestment in energy efficiency and resources, a multi-year drought and market 
manipulation cost Northwest electric ratepayers and the Northwest economy billions of dollars 
(Northwest Power and Conservation Council, Fifth Power Plan, volume 1, page 9 (2004)). The 
first lesson power planners drew from the crisis was that the region would have fared much 
better if energy efficiency investment had not stalled in the 1990s. Going forward, planners said: 
  


“the region [must] increase and sustain its efforts to secure cost-effective conservation 
immediately. .  .  . [I]mproved energy efficiency costs less than construction of new 
generation and provides a hedge against market, fuel and environmental risks. To 
achieve these benefits fully, however, stable and sustained investment in conservation is 
necessary. Although conservation may result in small rate increases in the short term, it 
can reduce both cost and risk in the long term. (Fifth Power Plan, volume 1, page 4) 


 
In Oregon, lawmakers had not waited for the energy crisis to establish steady funding for energy 
efficiency and renewable energy. In 1999, the Oregon Legislature required investor-owned 
electric utilities to collect three percent of their electric rates for investments in energy 
conservation and renewable energy.  
 
The Legislature also authorized the Oregon Public Utility Commission (OPUC) to direct most of 
these public purpose funds to an independent, non-government entity. Because economic 
pressures had discouraged utilities from investing in energy efficiency during the 1990s, the 
OPUC determined the three-percent ratepayer charge should be managed by an entity devoted 
exclusively to ratepayer interests in energy conservation and renewable energy.  
 
Thus, in 2001, Energy Trust, a nonprofit organization, was created with guidance from the 
OPUC to invest in energy efficiency, renewable energy and market transformation programs for 
Portland General Electric and Pacific Power ratepayers.1 Energy Trust became the principal 
administrator of energy efficiency and renewable energy programs for the benefit of ratepayers 
of Oregon’s two largest electric utilities. 
 
Appreciating the benefits of energy efficiency, gas companies—NW Natural in 2003 and 
Cascade Natural Gas in 2007—asked Energy Trust to offer comparable services to their 
customers. Energy Trust programs now served customers of the four largest investor-owned 
utilities in Oregon, or 82 percent of Oregon’s total utility customer base in 2007. Energy Trust 
also provided a subset of programs to customers of Avista in 2006 and 2007.  
 
In 2007, the Legislature passed the Oregon Renewable Energy Act, which determined that the 
three-percent charge should be expanded to capture more electric efficiency. The collection of 
the three-percent charge was extended from 2012 to 2026, and electric utilities were allowed to 
increase rate collections for energy efficiency above three percent. The resulting increase in 
electric revenues, combined with gas revenues, increased Energy Trust total revenue from 
about $30 million in 2002 to an expected $94 million in 2009. 
 


                                                 
1 Energy Trust invests about 74 percent of the three-percent fund. Another 16 percent goes to low-income 
housing and weatherization under the oversight of the Department of Housing and Community Services, 
and 10 percent goes to weatherization in K-12 schools under the direction of educational service districts. 
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The experience of the last seven years has validated the Legislature’s foresight. Energy Trust 
programs have delivered significant benefits to utility ratepayers and broad economic and 
environmental benefits to every Oregonian. 
 
Since 2002, Energy Trust programs have provided almost as much energy as an average coal 
power plant would have—285 average megawatts, enough clean energy to power 221,000 
Oregon homes. The total gas savings to date, 8.9 million therms, is enough to provide heat for 
approximately 18,300 Oregon homes. Starting from 15 average megawatts saved in 2002, 
Energy Trust expects to save 34.9 average megawatts and 2.9 million therms of gas in 2009, 
even in a downturned economy.  
 
These savings translate to lower energy costs for utility ratepayers. In 2008, the combined value 
of utility bill savings to customers from Energy Trust programs was $144 million. Since 2002, 
utility customers have saved a total of $440 million as a result of these programs. Nonparticipant 
ratepayers also benefit because Energy Trust programs help keep utility costs for new energy 
resources as low as possible. Every dollar invested in electric energy efficiency is now saving 
residential, commercial and industrial ratepayers more than five times as much in avoided 
generation and transmission costs. Natural gas efficiency costs are about one-third of the cost 
of gas generation, transportation and storage.  
 
In addition to specific and direct ratepayer benefits, Energy Trust programs deliver a significant 
side-benefit: helping achieve Oregon’s greenhouse gas reduction goals.2 By delivering energy 
resources without the need for fossil fuel generation, Energy Trust programs are now keeping 
an estimated three million tons of carbon dioxide out of the atmosphere—the equivalent of 
removing 525,000 cars from Oregon roads every year.  
 
These programs also represent a long-term investment in Oregon’s economy. The money 
Energy Trust invests in energy efficiency and renewable energy stays in Oregon, providing 
Oregon jobs and wages. Since 2002, Energy Trust programs have created more than 1,800 
Oregon jobs, stimulated a $60 million net increase in wages and $9.1 million in new business 
income. The Energy Trust program delivery model developed and continues to build a Trade 
Ally Network of now more than 1,200 contractors. These are predominantly small businesses 
throughout the state who install energy-efficient equipment, weatherization, solar systems and 
other clean energy improvements in homes and businesses, and they play a pivotal role in 
building Oregon’s green economy.  


The Strategic Plan  
 
In the years since Energy Trust’s first strategic plan was written, the scope of energy efficiency 
and renewable energy programs has expanded, driven by a collection of economic, 
environmental and other objectives: saving consumers money; avoiding higher-cost generation, 
transmission and distribution for new power plants; reducing  carbon emissions; and building a 
clean energy economy. Overall, demand for Energy Trust programs continues to grow, even 
through the 2008-2009 economic downturn.  
  
The Long Term: This strategic plan takes a long-term perspective and acknowledges that a 
range of factors—the economy in particular, but also policy and regulatory decisions—will shape 
our work. The vision and purpose described in the plan comprise this long-term perspective. 


                                                 
2 By 2010, begin to reduce greenhouse gas emissions; by 2020, achieve greenhouse gas levels 10 
percent less than 1990 levels; and by 2050, achieve greenhouse gas levels 75 percent below 1990 
levels. 
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These elements are not quantified because funding decisions, legislation, economic conditions, 
technological developments and other unknowns will ultimately guide and determine what we 
accomplish. The plan describes how we expect to leverage developments we can reasonably 
foresee, without attempting to quantify activities beyond five years.  
 
The Coming Five Years: The utilities’ integrated resource planning analyses, reviewed by the 
OPUC, provide a framework for Energy Trust to project quantitative goals for the coming five 
years. Those analyses assume that utilities will collect, and Energy Trust will invest, sufficient 
funds to capture all cost-effective energy efficiency. Integrated resource plans, then, foresee 
Energy Trust programs growing over the coming years.  
 
Funding Assumptions: Integrated resource plans are not rate proposals, and, it takes rate 
proposals to fund these programs above a base level. At the time this plan was written, NW 
Natural was the first sponsoring utility to have filed a rate schedule and received OPUC 
approval to fund enough efficiency to achieve integrated resource plan goals in 2010 and 2011. 
This plan assumes that PGE, Pacific Power and Cascade Natural Gas will also receive OPUC 
approval to fund efficiency programs at comparable levels, and that all the utilities will provide 
funding to achieve integrated resource plan goals for the five years covered by this plan (2010-
2014).   
 
The plan’s five-year goals for natural gas savings reflect uncertainty about the future of the NW 
Natural industrial gas efficiency program. It is possible that this program will continue for five 
years, but it is also possible the current program will end after its pilot year, reducing the gas 
program’s five-year savings projection.  
  
There is also an unknown regarding the electric industrial efficiency program. The electric 
utilities’ integrated resource plans include energy savings for sites that use more than one 
average megawatt per year. Because the 2007 Oregon Renewable Energy Act restricts energy 
efficiency funding for these large energy users, it is unclear whether all of the energy savings 
shown in Figures 1 and 2 (page 7) can be achieved, or whether the same goals can be 
achieved with increased energy savings from smaller customers.3  
 
Beyond Five Years: It is harder to forecast energy efficiency and renewable energy investment 
beyond five years. Utility integrated resource plans consider only known energy efficiency 
measures and technologies. For existing homes, buildings and industry, this “known resource” 
is largely deployed by 2016. In the integrated resource plan analyses, forecasted savings 
diminish after that. Based on historic experience and the dynamic nature of technology 
development, there is little doubt that energy savings from technologies that are now in 
development will prove cost-effective and that new efficiency resources will be discovered. We 
cannot estimate the size, cost or value of this resource, however, and it will take significant 
innovation to replenish the supply of efficiency measures as known measures are fully 
deployed. This plan’s five-year objectives therefore include development activities to help 
ensure that new efficiency resources will be there when needed. 
 
Renewable Energy: Since 2002, Energy Trust renewable programs have helped develop almost 
100 average megawatts of electricity using a variety of technologies, primarily utility-scale wind 
projects. In 2007, the Legislature adopted a community energy goal: to meet at least eight 
percent of Oregon’s retail electrical load from small-scale renewable energy projects of 20 
                                                 
3  These uncertainties are magnified by the fact that, because of restrictions in Oregon administrative 
rules, utilities do not provide Energy Trust with a complete list of firms that use more than one average 
megawatt of energy. Energy Trust has proposed rule changes that would address this problem. Those 
changes would allow us to better plan and manage programs to achieve the goals of this plan.   
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megawatts and less by 2025. At the same time, the Legislature limited Energy Trust renewable 
energy investments to projects of that size. As a result, Energy Trust programs evolved away 
from large-scale utility projects, and in 2008 began to focus on demonstrating smaller, 
community-scale and distributed-generation projects.  
 
This strategic plan assumes relatively stable funding for these renewable energy projects over 
the coming five years. Energy Trust plans to build on the strengths it developed working with 
small- and medium-scale projects over the last seven years by engaging with market actors to 
help develop small-renewable industries. Energy Trust will remain flexible enough to shift 
resources to changing market opportunities; stay engaged in hydro, solar, geothermal, biopower 
and wind technologies; expand assistance to project owner-developers; and team with utilities 
to reduce barriers to development. 
 
In Summary: Looking backward and forward from 2009, the Legislature’s original premise in 
enacting the 1999 law remains compelling. More than ever, energy efficiency is the best energy 
buy for utilities and their customers—it costs a fraction of new fossil fuel generation, delivers 
persistent cost savings to consumers and brings economic and environmental benefits to the 
entire state. Smaller, community-scale renewable energy projects represent more than just 
economic value, they also help build stable communities. Energy efficiency and renewable 
energy are largely invulnerable to the volatile fuel prices that plague fossil fuel energy markets. 
Moreover, because these investments reduce carbon emissions, energy efficiency and 
renewable energy offer an economic advantage if greenhouse gases are regulated.  
 
Energy Trust envisions a future where homes, buildings and industries have integrated 
renewable energy and efficiency features that meet their energy needs more intelligently, 
cleanly and economically. In the remainder of this draft strategic plan, Energy Trust elaborates 
this vision, outlines different funding scenarios and discusses its role in energy efficiency, 
conservation and renewable energy. 
 
Our Vision 
 
Energy Trust envisions a high quality of life, a vibrant economy and a healthy environment and 
climate for generations to come, built with renewable energy, efficient energy use and 
conservation. 
 
Our Purpose 
 
Energy Trust provides comprehensive, sustainable energy efficiency, conservation and 
renewable energy solutions to those we serve.  
 
Our Goals 
 
Goal 1: Energy Efficiency 
 
Long term, Energy Trust aims to help ratepayers acquire all cost-effective energy efficiency. 
Energy Trust analyzes the cost-effectiveness of its measures and programs, and coordinates its 
analysis with Northwest Power and Conservation Council methods and utility integrated 
resource planning. As integrated resource plans and assumptions are updated, Energy Trust 
savings targets may be refined. 
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 A. Five-year electric efficiency goals 
 
Over the coming five years, utility integrated resource plan analyses show the potential savings 
from energy efficiency. The plans reflect currently known and available technology and reflect 
Energy Trust's best judgment on the fastest way to acquire cost-effective energy efficiency. The 
following graphs show per-year and cumulative Energy Trust electric savings projections. The 
savings projections are considered a “stretch,” reflecting a 73 percent increase in annual energy 
savings between 2008 and 2014. They do not attempt to anticipate fluctuating economic 
conditions or policies, such as the expiration of the Oregon Business Energy Tax Credit, or the 
effects of federal economic recovery programs. Actual savings could be below these projections 
in any given year, but we believe we can achieve the savings indicated over a multi-year period.  
 


 
Figure 1 


Cumulative Savings: PGE & PacifiCorp
Forecast of Electric Energy Efficiency Resource 2002 -  2014 
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Figure 2 


Annual Savings: PGE & PacifiCorp
Forecast of Electric Energy Efficiency Resource, 2008-2014 
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Benefits to utility systems and ratepayers: As noted above, funding to achieve these savings 
comes from utility rates, which will need to be re-evaluated periodically to ensure program 
funding is sufficient to capture the full benefit of the efficiency resources shown in the utility 
integrated resource plans. To illustrate the value represented by these increases, consider the 
following graph:  
 


Annual Savings Comparison: IRP Funding vs. 2009 funding 
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Note: This analysis assumes that annual savings would have grown at 3% a year absent the current 
agreement that funds ETO to IRP levels. 


Figure 3 
 
The graph’s bottom line shows savings from electric efficiency programs if funding were held flat 
at 2009 levels. The top line shows savings consistent with integrated resource plan goals. The 
utilities propose to fund programs to achieve these higher levels in 2010 and 2011. This plan 
assumes that savings and funding will continue as shown in the graph through 2014. The value 
of this investment compared to flat 2009 levels is summarized in the following table: 
 


Funding Scenario
Savings 
(aMW) Total Benefits


Program 
Costs Net Benefits


IRP funding (2010-14)                     256 $1,560,194,487  $   511,515,319 $1,048,679,168 
Funding held constant, 3% annual 
growth (2010-14)                     191 $1,163,890,488  $   381,585,642 $782,304,846 
Difference between 
funding/savings levels                       65 $396,303,999 $129,929,677 $266,374,322  


Figure 4 
 
In other words:   


- Energy savings: At full integrated resource plan levels, 256 aMW would be saved – 
65 aMW more than the 191 aMW saved if 2009 funding levels were maintained.  


- Ratepayer savings: At full integrated resource plan levels, ratepayers avoid paying 
about $1.56 billion for generation and power delivery; after deducting the cost of 
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efficiency programs, ratepayers save more than $1 billion. If funding remained at 
2009 levels, ratepayers would miss out on more than $266 million of this benefit.  


 
Effects on load growth, greenhouse gas goals and renewable energy requirements: The 
following graph compares the projected electric savings included in PGE and PacifiCorp’s 
integrated resource plans to a range of Oregon loads, as forecast by the Northwest Power and 
Conservation Council. The load forecasts cover both investor-owned and consumer-owned 
utility territories, and are therefore broader than Energy Trust’s funding utilities. Moreover, PGE 
projects load growth of 2.3 percent, which is even higher than the Council’s high-growth 
projection. The Council projections are still helpful in illustrating the effects of efficiency savings 
on new load growth. 
 


Energy Trust's Impact On Annual Electric Load Growth: 2008-2014
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Figure 5 


 
By achieving the savings targets established in the utility integrated resource plans, Energy 
Trust’s efficiency programs would more than offset utility electric growth in all but the high-load-
growth scenario.  
 
Achieving the integrated resource plan targets would avoid about 2.5 million tons of CO2 
emissions that would otherwise occur (comparable to taking 430,000 cars off the road), avoid 
increasing fossil fuel use in most growth scenarios and reduce the investment needed to 
achieve renewable energy goals. A combined strategy, in which energy efficiency is accelerated 
at these levels and Oregon’s renewable energy goals are met, would not just offset growth in 
fossil fuel energy use, it would reduce carbon emissions in absolute terms and contribute to 
Oregon’s greenhouse gas reduction goals.  
 
Projected savings by sector: Energy Trust expects to see the proportion of energy savings in 
industrial, commercial and residential sectors shift over time. Projections for the coming five 
years suggest that Energy Trust investments and savings are likely to expand faster in the 
industrial and commercial sectors, as residential retrofits approach market saturation. However, 
this trend, which is shown in the following table, would change if four promising technologies are 
proven reliable: ductless heat pumps, heat pump water heaters, low-power home electronics 
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and a behavioral approach to efficiency. Taken together, these technologies and approaches 
could more than double the residential efficiency resource. Energy Trust is working to 
accelerate the testing and commercialization of these and other new approaches.  
 


Sector 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
Residential 9.2 7.8 7.7 8.5 6.1 6.3 6.3
Commercial 7.4 10.9 16.2 18.2 20.0 20.0 20.0
Industiral 8.3 10.3 13.3 15.0 16.7 21.2 21.2
NEEA 7.3 5.9 6.4 8.1 8.1 8.1 8.1
TOTAL 32.1 34.9 43.7 49.9 50.9 55.7 55.7


 Projected Electric Savings by Sector (aMW)


 
Figure 6 


 
Beyond five years: Although it is more difficult to predict costs and savings beyond 2014, the 
following graph describes a scenario for electric savings in the out-years:  
 


 
Figure 7 


 
The graph shows Energy Trust program savings reaching a peak in 2013-2015. After 2015, 
PGE’s integrated resource plan shows a gradual decline as savings attributable to known 
energy efficiency measures and technologies are fully deployed. In PacifiCorp’s integrated 
resource plan, the decline begins after 2017. In 2016 and later, the light segment of the bars 
represents the gap that would have to be filled with new technologies and approaches to sustain 
the 2015 peak savings. The middle segment of the bars represents how much more would be 
needed if efficiency savings are to grow at a 5 percent annual rate. For comparison, the average 
projected 2009-2015 annual growth is 8 percent (48 percent total over six years). It would take 
less than eight percent growth to hold load growth steady under the Northwest Power and 
Conservation Council’s medium-growth scenario. The Council’s high-growth scenario would 
require more growth. 
 
Under either scenario, the lesson of this graph is clear: it will take significant innovation in 
technology and approach to fill the gap in energy savings after the full deployment of known 
efficiency measures beyond 2015. 
 
The graph is a projection, not a statement of fact, and whether it over- or under-states this gap 
is a matter of perspective. From a societal perspective, we have high confidence that there will 
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be additional savings from new technologies in the coming years.4 As has been the case 
historically, measures being tested now will be validated, new measures will be discovered and 
efficiency resources will replenish. Greenhouse gas regulation and other factors that drive up 
the cost of generation can be expected to encourage more innovation in energy efficiency. 
While we do not know and cannot project how much or when this innovation will occur, 
experience suggests that aggressive efficiency programs tend to accelerate technology 
innovation and price declines. From an Energy Trust perspective, some of these new savings 
will come from tighter building codes and appliance standards, rather than Energy Trust 
programs. In either case, the scale of investment in efficiency programs may drive the level of 
innovation. How much efficiency Energy Trust is able to achieve may depend on whether we 
are willing to make investments with less certain and longer-term return. 
 
 B. Five-year gas efficiency goals 
 
The following graphs show per-year and cumulative Energy Trust natural gas program savings 
given funding sufficient to attain integrated resource plan goals. Again, these are “stretch” goals. 
Achieving them will require a 114 percent increase in annual energy savings between 2008 and 
2014. 
  


Annual Savings
Forecast of Gas Energy Efficiency Resource 2008 -  2014 
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Note: The industrial DSM pilot with NW Natural is a two-year agreement that ends after 2010. The dotted 
line shows the potential savings if that initiative is continued.  


Figure 8 
 


                                                 
4 E.g., ductless heat pumps, heat pump water heaters, efficient electronic equipment, advanced gas water 
heaters and condensing boilers for rooftop heating in commercial buildings. 
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Cumulative Savings
Forecast of Gas Energy Efficiency Resource 2003 -  2014
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Notes: 1. Avista contributed savings (about 23,000 therms) between 2006 and 2008.  
          2. In this graph, industrial DSM savings end after 2010. 


Figure 9 
 
Benefits to utility systems and ratepayers: As noted above, funding to achieve these savings 
comes from utility rates, which will need to be evaluated periodically to ensure program funding 
sufficient to capture the full benefit of the efficiency resources shown in the utility integrated 
resource plans. To illustrate the value represented by these increases, consider the following 
graph:  


Annual Savings Comparison: IRP Funding vs. 2009 funding
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Note: This analysis assumes that annual savings would have grown at 3% a year absent the current 
agreement that funds ETO to IRP levels. 


Figure 10 
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The graph’s bottom line shows savings from gas efficiency programs if funding were held flat at 
2009 levels. The top line shows savings consistent with integrated resource plan goals. The gas 
utilities have committed to fund programs to achieve these higher levels in 2010 and 2011. This 
plan assumes that savings and funding will continue to track these higher levels through 2014.  
 
The value of this investment compared to flat 2009 levels is summarized in the following table: 
 


Funding Scenario
Savings 
(Therms) Total Benefits


Program 
Costs Net Benefits


IRP funding (2010-14)      22,512,922.5 $218,823,344  $   145,883,738  $     72,939,606 
Funding held constant, 3% annual 
growth (2010-14)      15,974,292.4 $155,268,517  $   103,513,415  $     51,755,102 
Difference between 
funding/savings levels           6,538,630 $63,554,827 $42,370,323 $21,184,504  


Figure 11 
 
In other words: 
 


- Energy savings: At full integrated resource plan levels, 22.5 million therms (2010-
2014) would be saved, 6.5 million therms more than the 16 million therms that would 
be saved at 2009 levels. 


- Ratepayer savings: At full integrated resource plan levels, ratepayers avoid paying 
about $219 million to purchase, store and deliver this amount of natural gas on the 
open market. After deducting the cost of achieving these efficiencies, ratepayers net 
around $73 million in savings. At 2009 levels, ratepayers would miss out on more 
than $21 million of this benefit.  


- Effect on carbon: Achieving integrated resource plan efficiency goals avoids about 
370,000 tons of CO2 that would otherwise be emitted (comparable to taking 65,000 
cars off the road). 


 
Effects on load growth: The effect of these higher savings on total gas demand is expected to 
be more modest in percentage terms than for electric savings, however. This is because there is 
a smaller range of known efficiency options for large gas users, and most new furnaces are 
already efficient (in part due to Energy Trust efforts). Energy Trust is working with 
manufacturers to develop better efficiency options for residential water heat and commercial 
rooftop heating, which are Oregon’s second and third largest end uses of gas after home heat.  
 
Washington:  As of October 1, 2009, Energy Trust began offering gas efficiency programs for 
existing homes and buildings that buy gas from NW Natural in Washington State. This initial 
offering is limited to existing structures because of current economic conditions, especially the 
fall-off of the new construction market. If these conditions change, additional programs may be 
offered. After the first year of these programs, NW Natural, Energy Trust and the Washington 
Utilities and Transportation Commission will determine whether or not to continue them.   
 
Projected gas savings by sector: We expect that more than half of all natural gas savings will 
continue to come from home efficiency. Industrial gas savings indicated below are only for non-
transport customers because Energy Trust serves only those customers under current 
agreements. Industrial savings are shown growing in 2009 and 2010 and then falling off 
because the current gas industrial program is only a pilot program. If that program succeeds, we 
would expect savings in 2011-2014 above those indicated here: 
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Sector 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
Res 1,353 1,484 1,658 1,955 2,256 2,553 2,859
Comm 1,207 1,235 1,629 1,813 2,088 2,334 2,603
Ind 13 202 596 35 39 43 51
TOTAL 2,573 2,921 3,884 3,803 4,383 4,930 5,514


Projected Gas Savings by Sector (1,000 Therms)


 
Figure 12 


 
Goal 2: Renewable Energy 
 
Energy Trust’s goal is to accelerate the rate at which renewable energy resources are acquired, 
helping to achieve Oregon’s 2025 goal of meeting at least eight percent of retail electrical load 
from small-scale renewable energy projects.  
 
Since 2002, Energy Trust renewable programs have helped develop 98 average megawatts of 
electricity using a variety of technologies, primarily utility-scale wind. Since 2008, Energy Trust’s 
renewable energy programs have been limited by the 2007 Oregon Renewable Energy Act to 
projects of 20 megawatts or less. Unlike electric efficiency, the 2007 Act provided no additional 
sources of funds for Energy Trust renewable energy programs. Thus, the graph below assumes 
funding at current levels, current programs and modest increments of new generation. Given 
these assumptions, Energy Trust estimates that it can acquire another 23 aMW of renewable 
energy between 2010 and 2014, for a cumulative total of 124 aMW. 
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Figure 13 


 
External factors are likely to affect Energy Trust’s renewable energy strategy going forward. For 
example: the Oregon Department of Energy Business Energy Tax Credit is currently set to 
expire in 2012, which could have a significant impact on Energy Trust incentives; 2009 
legislation requiring utilities to adopt feed-in tariffs for solar installations could require Energy 
Trust to change its solar strategy; and evolving portfolio standards and certification criteria for 
renewable energy credits in bordering states could affect Energy Trust’s role in Oregon projects.  
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As these developments unfold, Energy Trust plans to build on the strengths it developed 
working with small- and medium-scale project owners over the last seven years by:  


• Maintaining a presence in a range of market segments, including hydro, solar, 
geothermal, biopower and wind 


• Providing earlier and additional assistance to project developers 
• Using Energy Trust incentives to leverage additional financial resources for projects  
• Teaming with utilities to reduce barriers to development 
• Maintaining flexibility to shift resources to capitalize on market opportunities 


 
Five-Year Activities 


 
This following section outlines in non-quantitative terms the activities Energy Trust expects to 
undertake over the coming five years. In future two-year action plans and annual budgets, 
Energy Trust will establish quantitative objectives consistent with this plan and then-current 
utility funding projections.  
 
1. Accelerate energy efficiency investments. 


 
a. Acquire more standard efficiency measures through retrofit and new residential and 


commercial building and facility programs: 
• Simultaneously expand efforts in multiple markets, for example: 


o Accelerating weatherization and related measures in existing homes  
o Accelerating lighting efficiency in new and existing small commercial 


buildings 
o Raising incentives in carefully-targeted markets  
o Leveraging emerging federal, state and local government stimulus and other 


clean energy initiatives  
• Diversifying programs and strategies to attract new and different customers and 


persuade customers to do more, for example: 
o Piloting approaches that provide more comprehensive customer information, 


technical assistance, coordination and/or incentives, including markets that 
have been underserved 


 
b. Acquire more efficiency savings through supply chains for equipment and services 


(e.g., distributors, designers and contractors) for equipment and services that are 
generally sold directly to customers at the time of purchase, by:  
• Working with additional customer associations, chains and individual customers as 


part of a significant, multi-year effort to develop such supplies and relationships 
• Working with regional or national entities, e.g., electronics sold business-to-business, 


hospital equipment, specialized industrial production equipment and advanced 
design in national chains 


• Developing tools to reach developers and contractors engaged in the design-build 
market for new buildings 


• Increasing the number of residential weatherization trade allies in smaller 
communities 


 
c. Acquire efficiency through behavioral and operational measures 


Energy Trust is currently exploring home energy feedback tools (home energy monitors, 
mailings to homeowners showing comparative energy use, energy use summaries for 
building operators), smart power strips, tune-up of commercial rooftop systems and 
other approaches and will continue this work. In addition, Energy Trust will: 
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• Explore opportunities to accelerate behavioral research and technology through field 
testing, refining or reinventing program systems, working in coordination with 
demand management, utility AMI metering and regional efforts 


• Develop metrics to guide and manage behavioral pilots and measure development 
• Work with utilities to help delay growth in, or reduce, fossil fuel peak energy use 


using renewable energy and demand response, load management and storage 
technologies, as these resources become cost-effective over the next 3-5 years 


 
d. Increase comprehensiveness: Install more energy measures per customer served. 


Energy Trust is already working with the City of Portland on the Clean Energy Works 
Portland pilot to test mechanisms for deep home retrofit, which is seeking federal funds 
to advance building science and program strategies to go even deeper. Energy Trust 
has also begun a commercial pilot program for new buildings that are 50 percent more 
efficient than code, and at least 60 percent counting renewable energy generation. In 
addition, Energy Trust will:  
• Expand efforts to overcome limitations in some aspects of vendor-driven programs 
• Develop tools and business cases for vendors to sell technologies and design 


approaches with deeper savings 
• Work directly with larger and more sophisticated customers  
• Develop templates to simplify and standardize approaches to deeply-efficient design 
• Integrate efficiency and renewable energy opportunities for customers in holistic 


approaches to energy and resource management 
 


e. Link to larger-scale initiatives, including regional/interstate collaborations, codes, 
standards and interactions with clean energy markets: Energy Trust currently works 
extensively with other energy and carbon-related initiatives, and investigates links to 
grid, land, water, and waste and transportation management in limited ways. Going 
forward, Energy Trust will: 
• Explore ways to integrate efficiency into initiatives such as utility demand reduction 


programs, smart growth, resource recovery/conservation, transportation and land 
use planning 


• Monitor trends in government policy and industry investment to anticipate and build 
on developments that further energy saving and renewable energy 


• Engage green workforce initiatives to invest in and ensure availability of well-trained, 
educated and competent trade allies to deliver energy benefits 


• Leverage relationships with organizations with related missions  
• Expand relationships with trade and labor groups 


 
2. Maintain support for a variety of renewable energy technologies: 


• Explore ideas for reducing barriers for qualifying facility development 
• Shift resources to capitalize on market opportunities 


 
3. Encourage innovative technologies and practices that create significant, additional and 
diversified renewable energy and efficiency opportunities. Energy Trust expects to see a vast 
array of new technologies for heating, cooling, lighting, water heating, electronic equipment and 
user management of facilities. Some will have predictable performance based on standard 
equipment ratings, but many employ new strategies to save energy, and will need to be tested 
in a real-world environment. Investing in developing these technologies is crucial to moving 
beyond current energy efficiency resource projections, which are based on known technologies.   
 
Energy Trust is already exploring a number of new technologies: LED lighting, advanced home 
water heaters, ductless heat pumps, and improved controls and heating systems for commercial 
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rooftop heating and cooling equipment. Energy Trust works with designers in the Path to Net 
Zero pilot, aiming for buildings that use 50 percent less energy than required by code, and 60 
percent less overall by incorporating renewable generation. Energy Trust also works with 
national programs to promote efficient technology availability and common technical 
specifications, and with local and government entities to create community-based efficiency 
initiatives. 
 
However, there are still major gaps in product performance and availability. The technical 
performance of many new products needs to be better understood and in some cases 
improved. In other cases (e.g., home and building operation aids), field testing is needed to 
identify the best approaches. While Energy Trust does not plan to be engaged in early product 
development, we will: 


• Increase funding for Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance (NEEA) electric market 
transformation programs, and encourage NEEA to take on a similar role for natural 
gas 


• Help field-test and verify equipment and operational approaches, help manufacturers 
perfect systems, and demonstrate and commercialize promising systems 


• Leverage the work of other organizations such as the American Council for an 
Energy Efficient Economy, the Consortium for Energy Efficiency, the U.S. 
Department of Energy, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, national 
laboratories and others 


 
Energy Trust will act on its own only for high-priority projects others are not taking on, and for 
small, simple projects where broader coordination is not necessary or warranted. 
 
To guide these activities, Energy Trust will develop metrics and manage technology 
development, and criteria to use in deciding where to focus Energy Trust efforts. Criteria could 
include whether a given technology is likely to: significantly reduce energy load growth, 
commercialize a promising renewable technology such as low-temperature geothermal or farm 
biomass, bring products to Oregon markets in the near term, not be developed or demonstrated 
without Energy Trust involvement, produce measureable savings, be critical for a key initiative 
(e.g., net-zero commercial buildings) or balance intermittent renewable generation with load. 


 
4. Support industry and business infrastructure that delivers energy efficiency and 
renewable energy products and services to contribute to a strong economy.  


• Support clean energy business infrastructure development: 
o Cultivate and support more than 1,200 trade allies as a sales and delivery force 
o Recognize and reward trade allies for the quality and quantity of work performed  
o Invest in trade ally training and development, leveraging federal and other 


training funds where possible  
• Help businesses integrate efficiency and renewable energy profitably into their 


business plans so that management is well-structured and the profits are clear 
• Provide responsive services to a wide array of businesses with different energy 


needs 
• Work with businesses to identify efficiency investments with deeper energy benefits 


and longer paybacks (e.g., Path to Net Zero pilot for new buildings), and at the same 
time help businesses and homeowners who prefer to accelerate their efficiency 
investment incrementally 


 
5. Provide excellent customer service to Energy Trust program participants to maximize 
energy savings and renewable energy benefits. Energy Trust is in the process of implementing 
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a number of administrative and organizational changes intended to enhance our focus on 
customers. Going forward, Energy Trust will seek to: 


• Better understand how different customers make decisions, and what barriers, if 
removed, would lead to greater participation 


• Use different messages to motivate different energy users and developers to 
generate small-project renewable power and cost-effectively conserve energy: 
o Understand consumer behavior and response through market research and 


intelligence 
o Test and develop new messages focused on the connection between energy and 


sustainability 
• Provide renewable energy project assistance early in the project cycle: 


o Address barriers to successful project completion by providing educational, 
technical and financial resources 


o Build a network of project development technical assistance services to help 
customers navigate interconnection, power purchase agreements, permitting, 
financing and resource assessment 


• Pursue innovation in program delivery: 
o Simplify participation in Energy Trust programs 
o Move to automated, online forms 
o Offer appropriate financing tools, including those that allow owners to invest in a 


range of clean energy improvements 
o Help interested participants access and participate in a fuller spectrum of energy 


and resource efficiency, renewable and, in coordination with utilities, demand 
management options  


o Build long-term relationships with participants, organizations with linked missions, 
and pivotal equipment and services supply organizations 


o Fully integrate efficiency and renewable energy program delivery  
o Leverage joint utility marketing and channels to better reach customers and 


generate greater awareness and project leads 
o Identify geographic locations with significant renewable energy potential and 


connect with resource owners  
• Improve contractor support and training 


 
6. Bring a broad perspective to two-year action plans and annual budgets by considering 
their overall balance and equity. In addition to individual programs and initiatives, Energy Trust 
will view its investment of ratepayer funds from a portfolio perspective by considering how well 
budgets and action plans address the following:  
 


• Long-term and short-term perspectives: Do they include an appropriate mix of 
initiatives and measures with near-term (1-3 years) and longer-term benefits? 
Investment in new technologies and innovative pilot initiatives like the Path to Net 
Zero pilot and the Positive Energy/OPOWER behavioral pilot will take years to 
generate large quantities of energy savings, and while some will pay off, some will 
not. Yet these investments provide the “next generation” of energy efficiency, energy 
conservation and renewable energy development. It is vital that Energy Trust’s 
portfolio puts due weight on these forward-looking investments. 


• Sector and geographic diversity: Will all customer sectors that contribute funding to 
Energy Trust have equitable opportunities to participate in programs? Is there 
sufficient emphasis on geographic diversity and customers whose participation 
previously was more limited? Energy Trust already explores ways to cost-effectively 
reach more rural consumers, moderate-income households and small businesses. 
Continuing to invest in these efforts is an important way to demonstrate the value of 
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energy efficiency and renewable energy state-wide, and that ratepayer funds are 
managed equitably. 


• Reach upstream: Is there appropriate emphasis on reaching upstream to 
manufacturers and supply chains? For example, Energy Trust works with the 
Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance to coordinate nationally to promote efficient 
electronic devices, such as televisions and computers. Similar efforts may be 
appropriate for efficient new manufactured homes, refurbishing vending machines, 
and influencing design choices and equipment selections of national chain stores. 
Keeping a place for these upstream initiatives in Energy Trust’s portfolio will 
complement programs with more immediate focus. 


 
7. Communicate the value of energy savings and renewable energy generation  


• Develop a communications strategy to reach utilities, customers/ratepayers, 
decision-makers and other stakeholders and constituents about the benefits of and 
opportunities for energy savings and renewable energy 


• Quantify and report in easily understood language the economic, environmental and 
other benefits of and opportunities for energy savings and renewable energy  


• Leverage relationships with other organizations to reach a broader range of 
audiences 


 
8.  Maintain an efficient, effective and transparent organization that responsibly invests 
ratepayer funds. Energy Trust has always strived to develop and maintain open, credible 
decision-making processes and accountability and reporting systems. While these efforts 
require significant attention and investment, they play a vital role in establishing the value of 
energy efficiency and renewable energy investments and their reliability in meeting legislative 
and policy goals. Going forward, Energy Trust will continue to expand these efforts by: 


• Regularly evaluating and refining Energy Trust’s efficiency and effectiveness 
compared to relevant energy and non-energy businesses 


• Continuing to foster transparency through open meetings, advisory councils, reports 
and other publications, and other means 


• Demonstrating a high standard of organizational ethics  
• Periodically assessing organizational strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and 


threats 
• When considering expansion opportunities, using Energy Trust’s core mission and 


competencies, and its ability to maintain transparency and accountability, as 
touchstones. 
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NEEA Value Pillars 


NEEA Fills The Energy 
Efficiency Pipeline 
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How NEEA Works 
IDENTIFY BARRIER MARKET INTERVENTION MARKET TRANSFORMED 


NEEA identifies 
barriers that impede 
market adoption of 
energy-efficient 
products, services 
and practices. 


NEEA strategically 
intervenes to remove 
market barriers in 
collaboration with our 
partners. 


The market is 
transformed and 
continues to 
accelerate without 
further intervention. 
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NEEA’s History of Success 


CFL sales  
Top 18 Million 


annually  


ENERGY STAR  
Windows Market  


Share Hits 75% 


VFD cold 
Storage 


Fans 
Reduce 
Energy 


Use  
by 61-86% 


Efficient Washers  
50% Market Share 


BacGen  
Reduces 


Wastewater 
Treatment 


Energy Use  
by 50% 


Food 
processors 


commit 50% 
energy 


reduction goal 


13,000 DHPs 
installed at a 


savings of 
40,500,000 


kWh per year. 


Strategic energy 
management 


adopted in 
healthcare (30% 


of “beds”) 
 


84% of TVs are 
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participating 


retailers; TVs 
are 60% more 
efficient than 


2009 
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Heaters 
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retail 
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Sustained, long-term savings 
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NEEA and Energy Trust of Oregon 
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NEEA-ETO Partnership 


 Northwest ENERGY 
STAR Homes 
 Ductless Heat Pumps 
 Efficiency Exchange 
 Heat Pump Water 


Heaters 
 Commercial Real 


Estate  
 Energy-Efficient TVs 
 Industrial Facility Site 


Assessment (IFSA) 
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NEEA’s Role 


Early stage product development, testing 
and validation 
Market transformation “logic” (barriers and 


opportunities) and strategy 
Leverage regional aggregated market power 


with midstream/upstream regional and 
national market actors 
Planning and coordination with local EE 


programs to aggregate market demand and 
avoid overlap 
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Initiatives at a Glance 
Consumer Products 
 Infrastructure: Retail Platform 
 Heat Pump Water Heaters 
 Ductless Heat Pumps 
 Standards 


Residential New Construction 
 Infrastructure: Residential New Construction 
 Next Step Homes 
 Standards 


Commercial Lighting 
 Infrastructure: Commercial Lighting Upstream 


Platform/Reduced Wattage Replacement Lamps 
 Infrastructure: Regional Resources 
 Standards 


Commercial Real Estate 
 Infrastructure: Regional Resources 
 Existing Building Renewal 
 Standards 


Commercial New Construction 
 Infrastructure: Integrated Design Labs 
 Standards 


Industrial Sector 
 Infrastructure: Regional Resources 
 Certified Refrigeration Energy Specialist (CRES) 
 Irrigation Common Data Exchange/Precision Irrigation 
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UM 551 Exceptions: 


A. significant non-energy benefits 
B. will increase market acceptance 


and lead to reduced costs 
C. for consistency with other 


programs in region 
D. helps increase participation in 


cost-effective program 
E. package of measures cannot be 


changed frequently and will be 
cost effective in future 


F. pilot or research project 
G. required by law or is consistent 


with Commission policy and/or 
direction 


 


 Non-cost effective measures can be 
included if: 







Weatherization measures for gas heated 
homes not passing the TRC test.  


- Duct sealing, air sealing 
- Ceiling, wall, and floor insulation 


 
Why? 
1. Lower savings estimates (from bill 


analysis) 
2. Higher measure costs 
3. Gas avoided costs are down 45% 
 
 







 Outreach, Utilities, other stakeholders, 
advisory group 


 Two year cost-effectiveness exception 
from the OPUC for gas weatherization 
measures 
• Tied to exceptions listed in UM551 
• Received approval in October UM1622, Order 


12-394 
• Exception is good through October 18, 2014 


 
 
 







 By July 2014 – Energy Trust to review all 
remaining gas measures / programs from 
utility and societal perspective 


 If measures are not cost effective 
◦ Make the case for exceptions to continue 
◦ Make plans to remove 


 Provide recommendations on cost 
effectiveness practice going forward by July 
2014 


 Those recommendations will be considered 
by the OPUC as part of the UM1622 Docket  







 The OPUC open docket, Docket No. UM1622, 
is specific to gas efficiency measures 


 Energy Trust provides report to Staff  
 Staff will create a schedule for receiving 


comments from interested parties on Energy 
Trust’s report 


 Following comment period(s), Staff will make 
final recommendations to the Commission   


 Commission to make a decision by October 
2014 
 







 Not a wholesale re-visiting of how cost 
effectiveness is handled in Oregon 


 Commission believes current policy is flexible 
 In comments, parties can make case to the 


Commission to open a separate proceeding to 
revisit current policy 


 In comments, parties should cite specific 
measures (and savings) not being addressed 
properly within current policy, and how a specific 
remedy would benefit rate-payers  







Q: Why TRC?   
A: Good stewards of public $$  


• Use resources in the most cost effective 
way possible 


• Participants are also rate payers 
• Don’t want to incent something that 


doesn’t make economic sense for 
participant 


• Truth in advertising 
• Economic efficiency 
• Generous and flexible in using TRC 
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NEEA Quarterly Performance Report for Energy Trust of Oregon 


Fourth Quarter 2013 


  OVERVIEW  


The Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance (NEEA) is a non-profit organization working in 
collaboration with Energy Trust of Oregon, the Bonneville Power Administration, and more than 
100 public and private Northwest utilities to accelerate energy efficiency to meet the future energy 
needs of the Northwest. NEEA is a voluntarily funded organization with a five-year budget 
commitment from its funders. 


With these mobilized partnerships, NEEA is able to scan the market to identify emerging energy-
efficient technologies, services and practices to create the market conditions to accelerate and 
sustain their market adoption on behalf of 13 million energy consumers. As a regional collaborative, 
NEEA mitigates risk to individual utilities and public benefits administrators by identifying 
economies of scale, aggregating resources and sharing and synthesizing knowledge.  


Energy Trust of Oregon (Energy Trust) is one of NEEA’s key funders and expects to invest slightly 
more than $37 million to support NEEA from 2010-2014. This report summarizes NEEA’s 2013 
fourth quarter value delivery to Energy Trust based on its operations plan. For additional 
information about NEEA’s unique value to the region, history, structure and recent initiatives, 
please visit www.neea.org. 


  FILLING THE ENERGY EFFICIENCY ‘PIPELINE’ WITH ENERGY TRUST 


NEEA’s top focus, as prioritized by its stakeholders, is to scan the market for emerging energy-
efficient technologies, services and practices. In partnership with its funders, NEEA has now 
identified and is investigating more than 18 different opportunities that may have broad benefits for 
Energy Trust and the region. These projects currently represent a 20-year savings potential to the 
region of more than 1700 average megawatts (aMW) through increased efficiencies in the 
residential, commercial and industrial/agriculture sectors, with savings locked in through codes and 
standards efforts. 


 
Fourth Quarter Emerging Technologies Highlights 


Unsolicited Proposals – Continued to investigate two unsolicited proposals related to 1) 


assessment of advanced commercial building energy and, 2) an energy reporting taxonomy for 
discussing energy savings devices. Through continued research and testing, NEEA will determine 
if these opportunities have the potential for significant energy savings for the region. NEEA reviews 
all unsolicited proposals of new technology and services and conducts rigorous testing to 
determine viability in the Northwest market. Once assessed, NEEA provides stringent 
specifications for upstream manufacturers and market actors and works with its funding partners to 
help generate demand of these technologies. 
 
Solid-State Street Lights with Controls – Discontinued NEEA’s Solid-State Street Lights with 
Controls initiative due to uncertainty around a regional role to transform the market. In Q3 and Q4, 
NEEA requested advice through its commercial advisory committee (CAC) and regional portfolio 
advisory committee (RPAC) to determine if the initiative was appropriate for NEEA’s portfolio.  At 
the meetings, which included advisors from Energy Trust, participants raised questions about the 
initiative’s energy savings opportunities and overlapping local energy efficiency program efforts in 
this area. NEEA is responding by discontinuing regional efforts in this market. Advisory members 
did acknowledge that the learnings to date and market characterization from NEEA would be 



http://www.neea.org/
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valuable to individual utilities and public benefits administrators that are already implementing 
Solid-State Street Lighting programs. 
 
Luminaire-Level Lighting Controls (LLLC) – Completed and published a proof-of-concept test 
for the Enlighted brand lighting controls, the first identified product that meets LLLC criteria. The 
study revealed that LLLC technology with dimming ballast can deliver significant savings (30-60%) 
to commercial facilities at a relatively low cost. The study also identified the opportunity for 
improved LLLC specifications. NEEA’s continued assessment of this emerging technology 
establishes product reliability and functionality, mitigating risk prior to a broad market release. 
NEEA also accelerated research on the rapidly evolving controls market in Q4, including the 
determination of a naturally-occurring baseline, a characterization of the market and the 
identification of non-energy benefits. This foundational research will inform effective intervention 
strategies for future use by Energy Trust and across the region. 
 
Heat Pump Water Heaters (HPWHs) – Conducted and published results from a laboratory test to 


assess the cold climate performance of manufacturer Sanden’s CO2 integrated HPWH to verify 
Northern Climate installation feasibility. While not currently available in the US, the testing shows 
that, with some adaptation, this technology innovation holds great promise for energy savings in 
the Northwest’s cooler climates (down to 5 degrees F). 
 


UPDATE ON 2015-2019 STRATEGIC AND BUSINESS PLANNING 


 
In 2013, NEEA and its regional partners developed the building blocks for activities for the next five 
years based on a generally agreed to Strategic Plan and Business Plan. The Strategic Plan 
includes two draft goals (pending Board approval).  Those two draft goals are: 


1. Fill the Energy Efficiency Pipeline with new Products, Services and Practices 
2. Create Market Conditions that will accelerate and sustain the market adoption of emerging 


energy efficiency products, services, and practices. 


NEEA and its Board are continuing discussions regarding NEEA’s role in the evolving energy 
efficiency landscape and its potential pursuit of several strategic markets. Before the Board adopts 
the Strategic and Business Plans, NEEA will provide a final opportunity for the public to comment 
via ConduitNW.org and directly to NEEA staff.  This feedback will be shared with the Board of 
Directors for consideration. 


NEEA’s draft Business Plan identifies opportunities around a new Market Strategy component, 
with the goal of targeting key markets identified as large savings potential for regional focus. These 
markets align closely with the 20-year savings potential identified in the Sixth Power Plan. Through 
early coordination on these regional strategies, NEEA’s efforts may deliver increased value to the 
region by improved regional coordination.  The final five-year budget for 2015-2019 is pending 
Board approval. 


 


  ACCELERATING MARKET ADOPTION WITH ENERGY TRUST 


NEEA intervenes in markets to remove barriers to the market adoption of energy-efficient products, 
services and practices. In partnership with Energy Trust and its other funders, NEEA designs and 
executes strategic market interventions to create lasting change and deliver long-term savings to 
the region.  



https://conduitnw.org/Pages/File.aspx?RID=1656%20

http://neea.org/docs/default-source/reports/laboratory-assessment-of-sanden-ges-15qta-heat-pump-water-heater.pdf?sfvrsn=8
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NEEA currently has 19 market transformation initiatives in the residential, commercial, industrial 
and agricultural sectors. NEEA is also heavily involved in raising the bar for state energy codes 
and federal appliance standards. 


 
Fourth Quarter Residential Sector Highlights 


Northwest ENERGY STAR Homes (NWESH) – The NWESH program is accelerating market 
capacity for new residential construction and preparing the market for advanced energy codes by 
providing technical training and support for market actors serving Energy Trust territory.  


 Increased the market’s capacity for transformation by partnering with Energy Trust to provide 
training opportunities for approximately 130 builders, contractors and verifiers in Energy Trust 
territory in 2013. In-person and webinar trainings included: Axis Database training, Energy 
Efficiency for Real Estate Professionals, Green Homes Trends and Appraisal Methodologies, 
Northwest ENERGY STAR Homes 101 and more. Training strengthens market actor’s ability to 
build, sell, appraise and verify energy-efficient new construction homes. 


 Continued collaboration with Energy Trust New Homes and Architectural Energy Corporation 
on behalf of the region to develop a Northwest version of their REM/Rate new home modeling 
software. The software, which analyzes residential energy use, will provide greater flexibility to 
Northwest builders to become Northwest ENERGY STAR Homes (NWESH) compliant and 
support NEEA’s transition of the NWESH program to the market. 
 


As a result of these and other market transformation activities, 323 homes have been certified as 
Northwest ENERGY STAR Homes in Energy Trust territory since the beginning of 2013.  
 
NEEA is leveraging the NWESH program to solidify market partners and regional infrastructure to 
transition into a pilot stage for a new, advanced home specification. The new specification is 
designed to provide a pathway for advanced new construction practices and technologies and 
accelerate new code adoption. The program is supporting New Tradition Homes, a builder in 
Energy Trust territory, by delivering metering equipment and verifying installation. Test projects 
across Energy Trust territory and the region aim to generate consumer and builder awareness for 
advanced building practices and new technologies while promoting builders who go above and 
beyond ENERGY STAR. 


Heat Pump Water Heaters (HPWH) – In 2013, NEEA transitioned this project to market 


development, an achievement marked by four years of regional coordination to bolster 
manufacturer and supply chain investments, and remove barriers to product awareness. The 
transition to market development includes objectives around completing Savings Validation and 
Unit Energy Savings with the Regional Technical Forum, working upstream with manufacturers to 
execute promotions and supporting utilities to increase consumer awareness. Additional highlights 
include: 
 


 Led efforts to update the Northern Climate Specification for HPWHs, enabling 
manufacturers to evolve their products and ensure the technology meets the needs of 
homeowners in cooler, northern climates, thereby increasing performance, efficiency and 
energy savings.  


 Built market capacity and raised awareness about HPWHs in Energy Trust territory by 
delivering 21 Smart Water Heat orientations to contractors and performing 262 retail and 
wholesale support visits to educate sales associates. To motivate supply chain and 
overcome cost barriers, the Smart Water Heat regional program offers Tier-2 consumer 
rebates, which 152 Energy Trust consumers took advantage of in 2013.   
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Ductless Heat Pumps (DHP) – NEEA is creating the market conditions to help accelerate the 


market adoption of DHPs in Energy Trust territory by working upstream to strengthen relationships 
with manufacturers and retailers and by removing barriers to adoption through increased consumer 
awareness and availability.  


 Improved access to information and user-experience for consumers researching DHPs by 
revamping the GoingDuctless website with input from utility partners. Upgrades include 
enhanced contractor finder capabilities to better promote contractors across a diverse utility 
territory, and more easily show all project-oriented contractors. By improving the ease with 
which consumers can research product information, contractors and resources, NEEA and 
the region are promoting the uptake of DHP technology across the Northwest. 


 Leveraged NEEA's relationships with regional DHP installers, distributors and national 
manufacturers to execute a lead generation program in the Corvallis/Albany area with 
Energy Trust, Consumers Power Inc., The Resource Innovation Group and The Heat Pump 
Store (THPS). The program developed and facilitated the delivery of approximately 11,000 
direct mail pieces, 400 flyers and 650 door hangers to address lack of consumer 
awareness of the product, generate demand and provide quality leads. As a result of these 
activities, THPS reports a total of 84 leads and 51 installations from June 12 to November 
1; a 61% conversion rate (20 installs are in Energy Trust territory). 


As a result of these and other efforts, 1,035 DHP installations were achieved in Energy Trust 
territory in 2013.  
 


Fourth Quarter Commercial/Industrial Highlights 


Commercial Real Estate – Continued partnership with Energy Trust, the City of Portland, Clark 


Public Utilities, Building Owners and Managers Association (BOMA) and Portland Development 
Commission to implement the 2013 “Kilowatt Crackdown” competition. Office efficiency 
competitions serve to increase market knowledge of the value of energy management in the 
commercial real estate industry and help building managers and operators build their capacity to 
identify and implement best practices. The “Kilowatt Crackdown” leverages the competition 
framework to “prime” the market for continued participation in local programs. In Q4, the program 
engaged commercial building managers and operators from 77 building teams, representing 15.5 
million square feet of commercial office space, to successfully complete monthly benchmarking, 
implement recommendations, follow through on committed action plans, and provided coaching 
visits and ENERGY STAR® certifications to stimulate adoption of energy efficiency best practices. 
 
Healthcare – In 2013, NEEA formed a Healthcare Utility Working Group, with representatives from 


Energy Trust and other Northwest utilities, to advise NEEA on the Healthcare initiative exit and 
transition activities. In the fourth quarter of 2013, NEEA continued to coordinate with the working 
group on the disposition (repurposing and repackaging) of the BetterBricks Healthcare SEM tools 
and materials. 
 
Building Operator Certification (BOC) – Through the Building Operator Certification Expansion 
initiative NEEA provides skill enhancement training in Energy Trust territory to improve building 
energy performance through operation and maintenance best practices for HVAC, lighting, and 
controls systems. In 2013, to address barriers to education and training NEEA registered 80 
operators in BOC courses serving Energy Trust territory. NEEA also conducted four BOC technical 
webinars serving 381 operators with continuing education in energy efficiency and two free 
information webcasts serving 25 Energy Trust customers. The BOC Expansion initiative is 
designed to foster a more robust market through increased education, training and technical 



http://www.goingductless.com/
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expertise in Energy Trust territory to ensure accurate installation of energy-efficient technologies. 
 
Existing Building Renewal (EBR) – In the fourth quarter of 2013, the Existing Building Renewal 


program delivered the final proposal and owner presentation for a deep energy retrofit 
demonstration project in Energy Trust territory. Final owner approval of the proposed retrofit is 
pending, but if approved the demonstration project will establish approaches and tools to support 
implementation of deep energy retrofit projects in commercial buildings 20,000 square feet or 
greater. The EBR program is developing tools to overcome market barriers associated with 
implementing deep energy retrofits, such as cost and financing, perceived lack of economic value 
and market capability. By providing building owners and investors with a comprehensive business 
case for deep energy retrofits NEEA and its partners are creating a pathway to comprehensive 
deep energy retrofits in Energy Trust territory and around the Northwest. 
 
Commercial Lighting – To build awareness among trade allies and market actors, NEEA 
continued to host an e-learning platform for commercial lighting trade allies, and continued support 
for the Northwest Trade Ally website. These activities provide commercial lighting market actors 
with the tools and knowledge necessary to further integrate efficient lighting solutions into their own 
business models, and increase adoption and use of Energy Trust lighting programs.  
 
Industrial Refrigeration Operator Certification – In November of 2013, NEEA debuted the 


Certified Refrigeration Energy Specialist (CRES) program and exam at the Refrigerating Engineers 
& Technicians Association (RETA) National Conference in Bellevue, Washington. To support 
operators and technicians prepare for the CRES exam NEEA held three two-day review courses, 
to facilitate access to education. The certification also requires operators to build knowledge and 
skills through hands-on training by performing and documenting no-cost and low-cost activities for 
energy-efficient operation. Eight participants serving Energy Trust territory took NEEA’s Review 
Course and sat for the exam with four participants passing. Activity documentation to date 
estimates CRES program applicants are achieving 2-10 percent energy savings. 
 
Small/Medium Industrial (SMI) (Discontinuing) – In 2013, stakeholders provided input that 


informed NEEA’s decision to discontinue the Small/Medium Industrial initiative, as it was 
determined that NEEA’s role in SMI Strategic Energy Management (SEM) would be more 
beneficial were it focused on building regional SEM capability and infrastructure. NEEA is 
leveraging its SMI experiences in this new role by integrating knowledge gained into industrial 
SEM strategy, leading the Northwest Industrial SEM Collaborative, measuring market adoption, 
creating market awareness and knowledge, and developing tools and technologies for use by the 
region. Demonstration projects aimed at developing and testing approaches to build market 
capacity for SEM in the Northwest's small- and medium-sized industrial facilities concluded in Q4. 
 
Food Processing – In the fourth quarter, four food processing facilities in Energy Trust territory 


continued to implement self-sustaining energy management systems, thereby increasing adoption 
of energy efficiency and persistence of savings in the region. NEEA is working to transition out of 
this market in 2014 and is completing the direct facility engagement and preparing for the final 
hand-off to local programs.  
 
Fourth Quarter Codes and Standards Highlights 


On behalf of the region, NEEA works at state and national levels to influence the adoption of 
increasingly stringent building energy codes and federal appliance and equipment standards. 
Working with its partners, NEEA gives the Northwest a voice in codes and standards processes 
and is often the only efficiency organization directly representing utilities in these forums. NEEA 
also conducts and shares critical research in support of codes and standards work. 
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Codes Highlights 


NEEA continued collaboration with Energy Trust and the Oregon Homebuilders Association 
(OHBA) to craft a joint proposal for the 2014 residential energy code. A joint vision will increase 
predictability over the next 10-15 years as to how the residential market will move over this period 
and help NEEA and Energy Trust ensure future energy savings. 


 


Standards Highlights 


Participated in a broad range of national standards rulemakings in 2013 to advance more stringent 
federal appliance and equipment standards in support of the region’s energy efficiency goals. 
Rulemakings include: updating the Residential Water Heater Test Procedure; a Proposed Rule for 
Large Electric Motor Efficiency Standards; a Proposed Rule for Residential Furnace Fans; a Final 
Rule for certain Alternative Energy Determination Methods (AEDMs) for rating and certifying 
commercial air conditioning, heating, water heating and refrigeration systems; and a Framework 
document to begin the rulemaking process for General Service Lamps. The energy savings from 
several of these rulemakings will be substantial for the region, with the potential for savings in 2014. 
 


  DELIVERING ON REGIONAL ADVANTAGE WITH ENERGY TRUST 


NEEA is the only alliance of public and private electric utilities with national and global upstream 
market partners that represents the entire four-state region in the Northwest. NEEA uses its unique 
role as a regional organization to leverage resources across the Northwest to accelerate energy 
efficiency. In 2013, NEEA continued conducting market research, and facilitating regional 
collaboration and information sharing on behalf of the region.  
 


Fourth Quarter Highlights 


 Continued to partner with Energy Trust and utilities across the Northwest to influence 
manufacturers to produce, and retailers to stock and sell the most-efficient televisions available. 
By pooling resources, coordinating market interventions and negotiating as a region, NEEA 
and its partners have had a measurable and lasting impact on the television market and 
achieved greater energy savings for Energy Trust consumers. As of Q4, NEEA conducted 967 
store visits in Energy Trust territory to raise awareness of most-efficient televisions among 
retail sales associates. As a result of these activities, 30 percent of televisions on display at 
participating retailers in Energy Trust territory currently qualify as most-efficient.  


 Coordinated HPWH promotion with General Electric (GE) to sell HPWHs through all distribution 
channels (retailers, distributors, and contractors). GE leveraged NEEA’s Smart Water Heat 
platform, developed in collaboration with the region, to work with local utilities and ensure a 
consistent promotional platform across the Northwest. The successful promotion, the first with 
a manufacturer, resulted in a 350 percent increase in HPWH sales for GE over the same 
period in 2012. 
 


 Began the Industrial Facility Site Assessment (IFSA), the first study of its kind on the Northwest 
industrial sector. The IFSA will provide valuable information on industrial building energy-use 
characteristics to support power planning for Energy Trust. NEEA enlisted feedback from 
Energy Trust and other stakeholders to shape process and engagement and is targeting report 
release in 2014. In Q4, NEEA also continued its work on the Commercial Building Stock 
Assessment (CBSA). The CBSA, scheduled for release mid-2014, will provide a robust 
database of commercial building energy use characteristics and support regional power 
planning, inform conservation targets and help identify conservation program opportunities for 
Energy Trust and utilities in the Northwest.  
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 Published nine independent market research and evaluation reports in Q4 to validate and 
evaluate NEEA’s market transformation work (http://neea.org/resource-center):  


o Northwest Heat Pump Water Heater Market Test Assessment 
o Understanding the Importance of Energy Efficiency in the Home Purchase Process 
o 80 PLUS Market Progress Evaluation Report #5 
o Variable Rate Rooftop Unit Test 
o Emerging Technology Dryer Testing 
o Laboratory Assessment of Sanden GES-15QTA Heat Pump Water Heater 
o Heat Pump Water Heater Field Study Report 
o Energy Baseline Methodologies for Industrial Facilities 
o Inventory of Commercial Energy Management and Information Systems for M&V 


Applications 
 
For additional information, NEEA’s 2013 Quarterly Performance Reports and the 2012 Annual 
Report are available online.  
 
Please contact Lindsey Clark, Communications Coordinator at lclark@neea.org, with any 
questions or comments. 
 



http://neea.org/resource-center

http://neea.org/docs/default-source/reports/northwest-heat-pump-water-heater-market-test-assessment.pdf?sfvrsn=6

http://neea.org/docs/default-source/reports/understanding-the-importance-of-energy-efficiency-in-the-home-purchase-process.pdf?sfvrsn=9

http://neea.org/docs/default-source/reports/80-plus-market-progress-evaluation-report-5.pdf?sfvrsn=10

http://neea.org/docs/default-source/reports/variable-rate-rooftop-unit-test.pdf?sfvrsn=5

http://neea.org/docs/default-source/reports/emerging-technology-dryer-testing.pdf?sfvrsn=7

http://neea.org/docs/default-source/reports/laboratory-assessment-of-sanden-ges-15qta-heat-pump-water-heater.pdf?sfvrsn=8

http://neea.org/docs/default-source/reports/heat-pump-water-heater-field-study-report.pdf?sfvrsn=5

http://neea.org/docs/default-source/reports/energy-baseline-methodologies-for-industrial-facilities.pdf?sfvrsn=7

http://neea.org/docs/default-source/reports/inventory-of-commercial-energy-management-and-information-systems-for-m-v-applications.pdf?sfvrsn=10

http://neea.org/docs/default-source/reports/inventory-of-commercial-energy-management-and-information-systems-for-m-v-applications.pdf?sfvrsn=10

http://neea.org/resource-center/neea-quarterly-reports

http://neea.org/resource-center/annualreport

http://neea.org/resource-center/annualreport

mailto:lclark@neea.org
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Agenda 
Conservation Advisory Council 
Wednesday, March 12, 2014 1:30 p.m. – 4:15 p.m. 
 
Address: 
421 SW Oak St., #300 
Portland, OR 97204 
 
 
 
1:30 Introductions, review agenda 
 
1:35 Old Business  (decision)   


Final 2014 CAC operating principles 
 
 


1:45 NEEA 2013 highlights and plans for the future   (information) 
NEEA market transformation savings are a significant portion of the Energy Trust 
efficiency portfolio. NEEA staff will present highlights from 2013 and discuss upcoming 
or ongoing initiatives that offer promise for future regional energy savings.  
 
 


2:30 OPUC Gas Efficiency Cost Effectiveness Exceptions Docket UM 1622 (information) 
OPUC staff will review the process and order around UM 1622 
 
 


3:00 Break 
 
 
3:15        Energy Trust 2015-2019 Strategic Plan – Emerging Topics (discussion) 


Brief presentation of preliminary themes emerging in the strategic planning process 
followed by CAC discussion and input   
 


4:15        Adjourn  
 
The next scheduled meeting of the Conservation Advisory Council will be on  
April 23, 2014 
 








Conservation Advisory Council 
Operating Principles 


May 1, 20132014 
 


The Conservation Advisory Council (CAC) is one of several standing committees formed by the board of 
directors to provide advice in support of the Energy Trust efficiency programs.  
 
From the CAC Charter: 
 


The purpose of the Conservation [and Renewable] Advisory Councils is to advise the board and staff of 
Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc., regarding issues associated with Energy Trust energy efficiency and 
renewable energy policies and programs. 
 
The Councils will:  


(a) Review and discuss selected energy efficiency and renewable energy issues prior to Energy 
Trust decision-making to ensure that the Board and staff have the best available information 
on such issues;  


(b) Help the Board and staff to identify alternative resolutions of such issues; and  
(c) Help staff identify matters for board consideration. 


 
The CAC provides direct advice and input on budgets, program designs and strategies and the implications and 
programmatic response to policy or market changes. Final resolution of issues and all decision authority remains 
with the board of directors. 
 
 
The following operating principles are a distillation of Conservation Advisory Council meeting discussions 
concerning the CAC role and meeting process. CAC Operating Principles were initially developed in 2004 to 
improve and enhance the CAC process. The Operating Principles were reviewed by the CAC in February of 2013 
and updates were discussed in February, March and April.are reviewed by CAC members and Energy Trust staff at 
the beginning of the year, updated as needed and adopted.   The following items were generally agreed to be the 
way that CAC should operate in 2014.   
 
Energy Trust staff has endeavored to incorporate these principles into the CAC meeting process as a way to 
enhance the effectiveness of advisory council meetings. 


 
1. Meet in person at least 8 times per year, providing a phone conference line upon request if a CAC 


member needs to participate remotely.. 
2. Draft an annual CAC schedule to set expectations for the year and prioritize known issues/ topics 


for the year to inform annual schedule and meeting agenda development.   
3. Whenever possible, distribute meeting agendas, related materials and notes from the previous 


meeting one week in advance so that CAC members can review and be prepared to engage on 
topics.    


4. Identify agenda items as discussion, information, or recommendation needed. 
5. Make presentations short and succinct; provide ample time for discussion. Structure the meetings to 


maximize dialogue between staff, CAC members and other interested parties who attend.  
6. Assure sufficient CAC member input and discussion on warranted topics before polling members for 


opinions. Document minority viewpoints as well as prevailing opinions.  
7. Provide summaries of CAC input in board briefing materials or decision documents where 


applicable. Summaries should reflect the degree of CAC unanimity.  
8. Encourage board member attendance at CAC meetings. Include board members on CAC 


distribution list to allow board to review CAC minutes and to choose to attend meetings of interest.  
9. Include time on agendas for open discussion and suggestions for future agenda items.  
10. Brief new, incoming CAC members on their duties. 


 





		The Conservation Advisory Council (CAC) is one of several standing committees formed by the board of directors to provide advice in support of the Energy Trust efficiency programs.

		From the CAC Charter:






 


 
 


 


2015-2019 Strategic Plan – Emerging Topics 
Discussion 
Conservation Advisory Council – March 12, 2014 


At the next CAC meeting, the last agenda item is a discussion focused on issues and 
opportunities emerging from the 2015-2019 Strategic Planning process. Our goal for this 
session is to hear from you by receiving your feedback on our current list of strategic questions 
we plan to address within the plan. 


In preparation for this discussion, we ask that you please review the attached documents; 


• Board briefing paper from the February 26th meeting titled “Strategic Plan Discussion 
Topics and Opportunities” 


• 2010-2014 Strategic Plan  


As you read the first paper, please keep the following questions in mind 


1. Are these the right questions? 


2. Are we missing anything? 


3. What resources, references, or examples would you suggest we use as we address 
each question within the draft plan? 


 


If you’re tight on time, focusing on sections 1B and 2 A, B, C will be most helpful.  


 


We plan to have a very brief presentation, leaving time to focus on group discussion and 
feedback. In addition, we will invite your written comments on the topics and will provide 
additional detail regarding timing, etc. at the meeting. 


 


Looking forward to a great discussion!
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Briefing Paper 
Strategic Plan Discussion Topics and Opportunities  
February 13, 2014 


 
Energy Trust is developing a strategic plan for 2015-2019. Before developing a draft plan, 
Energy Trust invites discussion of topics that should shape a plan, i.e., those that may or should 
drive Energy Trust programs and operations over the coming five years.  
 
Energy Trust anticipates that a draft plan will be issued for public comment after the Board’s 
June, 2014 strategic planning retreat. Comment would then be solicited, and a final plan would 
be adopted in October, 2014. 
 
I. Context 


 
Energy Trust administers funds collected by utilities for electricity and natural gas conservation, 
electric market transformation and renewable energy programs. Since 2002, these programs 
have saved billions of dollars by reducing consumers’ energy bills and helping utilities avoid or 
defer investment in new generation, transmission and distribution facilities. The discipline for 
these programs comes from analysis and planning that carefully weigh economic and 
environmental costs and benefits before making energy investments. The services delivered by 
these programs are delivered by thousands of private businesses distributed throughout 
Oregon. The result, now rooted in many years of practice, is a system that is widely supported 
by government, utilities, business and interest groups, and which produces clean, reliable and 
affordable power. This system, and Energy Trust’s role in it, is the basic asset that Energy 
Trust’s next strategic plan will leverage. 
 
At the same time, as investment advisors remind us, past performance is no guarantee of future 
returns. A number of developments are rearranging the landscape in which Energy Trust 
programs will operate in the coming years:  
 


• The energy conservation resource is changing. Mainstays such as home insulation 
and efficient lighting continue to play important roles, but after 30 years of energy 
conservation programs there are fewer of these things to do. Meanwhile, new 
measures involving innovative operations, maintenance, behavioral approaches and 
technologies are emerging. Community-based initiatives are being explored, in which 
energy, transportation, land and water use are viewed holistically. To what degree 
should these innovations be integrated into Energy Trust programs? 


• Oregon’s energy system is de-carbonizing. The Sixth Northwest Power Plan predicted 
that energy conservation, renewable energy requirements and reduced coal plant 
emissions would reduce Northwest carbon emissions below 1990 levels by 2020. So 
far, this prediction is on track. Continuing the trajectory, however, will take sustained 
and even accelerated performance from low-carbon energy resources such as 
renewable energy and conservation.  


• The economic underpinnings of the traditional energy utility business model are 
beginning to shift. Load growth has been modest or negative for several years, locally 
and nationally. Increasing quantities of renewable energy that run for part of the day is 
making the business of owning baseload plants more difficult. 


• New load management tools are emerging to help integrate new renewable energy 
generation and baseload generating plants: Smart Grid technologies that allow more 
active management of energy supply and demand; more extensive demand response 
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programs that use pricing and other incentives to reduce energy demand in peak 
periods; technologies that store surplus energy for use at times of high demand; and 
markets that pay more for flexible, fast-ramping services. How can energy 
conservation and renewable energy programs leverage these new tools? 


• With hourly metering of homes and businesses, lower-cost information recording 
techniques, and customer-focused analysis software, energy management is 
becoming more feasible. In some cases, these innovations may become a deeper 
source of savings. But the best approaches, data sources, and management 
strategies differ for different customers, and are complicated by a flood of new 
opportunities and ideas. 


 
The basic question is this: how should Energy Trust efficiency and renewable energy programs 
build on current strengths and capitalize on this changing landscape? To illuminate this 
question, Energy Trust undertook several analyses: 


 
• A “situation analysis” prepared by staff discusses Energy Trust’s current mission and 


goals, and identifies issues that Energy Trust’s current programs are likely to face in the 
2015-2019 time period.  


• The survey of strategic ideas from other energy conservation organizations reports on 
how other organizations are approaching missions that resemble but also differ 
importantly from Energy Trust’s mission. 


• In addition, Executive Director Margie Harris engaged policy and business leaders in a 
series of conversations about Energy Trust’s work and role. 


• Energy Trust has in some cases done additional analysis to help understand whether 
particular issues belong in strategic planning. Energy Trust consultant Dave Hewitt 
prepared a paper summarizing zero net-energy goals in California; and a paper 
prepared by staff explores peak-load management opportunities. 


Energy Trust also identified operational and strategic issues in staff SWOT workshops, which 
are reflected below. Energy Trust expects to complete further analysis of several of these topics 
between now and June. These analyses and discussions with interested parties will inform the 
board’s consideration of a draft strategic plan in June, 2014. 
 
The issues discussed below do not address Energy Trust management, infrastructure or 
delivery model. We do expect these considerations to arise in the draft and final strategic plans 
as we determine how to meet strategic goals. 
 
These topics also do not address whether the current cost-effectiveness framework is 
appropriate, a question that is involved in the Oregon Public Utility Commission docket no. UM 
1622. These topics do address the role of the current cost-effectiveness framework in balancing 
considerations in section 1.B. 
 
II. Discussion Topics and Opportunities 
 


1. Energy Trust goals for 2015-2019 given current resource assessments, funding 
and authorities 


 
A. Energy efficiency goal: Assuming no major change in projected availability of energy 


savings, Energy Trust forecasts show annual achievable energy savings leveling off and 
beginning to decline over the next five years. Acknowledging that these are forecasts, 
subject to unforeseen economic, technological, policy and other developments, they raise 
several planning issues:  
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(1) Are forecasted annual savings levels, built upon known, commercially available 
and cost-effective resources, the most appropriate basis for a 2015-2019 goal?  


(2) Energy Trust resource assessments assume no limit on funding for cost-effective 
energy savings, yet there are legal limits on funding for large energy users. To 
what degree will these limits constrain Energy Trust’s ability to achieve its goals? 
How should these constraints be managed? 


 
B. How can Energy Trust help grow the energy conservation resource? 


 
(1) New technology and methods: Energy Trust currently funds NEEA to monitor and 


help develop emerging technologies. Should additional efforts, through NEEA or 
otherwise, be undertaken? 


(2) Reduced costs: Low gas prices and other factors point to the need to reduce 
costs to maintain a robust conservation resource. Should Energy Trust put a high 
priority on reducing costs?  


(3) Reaching under-served markets: Energy Trust programs try to reach everyone 
who pays public purpose charges, including rural communities, renters, 
multifamily dwellings and low-income households. Would deeper penetration of 
these markets add to the conservation resource? With what implications for cost-
effectiveness? What tools and strategies should be used to reach these 
markets? 


(4) Cost-effectiveness: The current cost-effectiveness framework has various 
sources of flexibility. How this flexibility is used could influence Energy Trust 
measures and programs that entail more risk, or produce important non-energy 
benefits. Is this enough flexibility to reach 2015-2019 goals? 


(5) A risk budget: Should part of Energy Trust’s budget be reserved for measures 
and efforts that are not demonstrated to be cost-effective, as a way to explore 
new technologies, or reach under-served populations? Should Energy Trust 
establish zero-net energy goals for new construction, for example? What might 
be an alternative framework for Energy Trust accountability? 


(6) Behavior: Would more emphasis on behavioral approaches to residential energy 
conservation produce significantly more or less costly savings, as it has in 
industrial and commercial strategic energy management? 


(7) Weighing trade-offs: Some of the above considerations pose trade-offs. How 
should efforts to reduce customer cost be balanced with efforts to find new 
technologies, investment in non-cost-effective measures, and efforts to reach 
under-served markets? Should Energy Trust be driven by energy savings volume 
above other considerations, or pursue these objectives simultaneously?  


 
C. Renewable energy goal for 2015-2019: Energy Trust’s early forecast for the next five 


years is 15 average megawatts (aMW) of renewable generation, which translates to three 
aMW per year. This is a more conservative forecast than the last strategic plan, reflecting 
changes in Oregon’s energy tax credits and sustained low  prices for power paid by utilities 
to renewable producers. It assumes continued Energy Trust emphasis on early-stage 
support for a range of technologies—biopower, hydropower, wind and geothermal—and 
standard incentives for solar. We expect to measure success according to new metrics 
relating to impacts on renewable energy markets and project development. 


 
(1) Is it still appropriate for Energy Trust to emphasize support in early stages of 


project development?  
(2) Is it still reasonable to support a range of technologies—biopower, hydropower, 


small wind, geothermal and solar? 
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(3) Is it reasonable to measure success in terms of market and project-development 
considerations? 


(4) Given current funding constraints should Energy Trust develop visions for 
success and long term “exit strategies” for success for each technology to help 
frame the short term decisions for funding allocations between technologies? 


(5) Given the pace of change in renewable energy policy, should Energy Trust 
continue to limit its support to projects with commercially available technologies?  
Should it pilot approaches that support policy innovation? 


(6) Should Energy Trust play a larger role in articulating a positive vision for 
distributed generation and a clean energy future in Oregon?   


(7) How might we better take advantage of other environmental efforts happening in 
the state and their intersection with energy? 


 
2. Should Energy Trust’s scope be broader? 


 
A. Aspirational goals. California established zero-net energy goals for commercial and 


industrial efficiency without necessarily having either a cost-effective path or the 
infrastructure to achieve the goals, which they are building now. Is there value in 
having aspirational goals such as this, perhaps with longer-term (ten-year) time 
horizons? Should Energy Trust incorporate a zero-net energy goal even though 
programs to achieve it cannot be proven cost-effective today?  


 
B. Beyond efficiency and renewable energy generation.  


(1) Greenhouse gas goals: The State of Oregon and energy conservation 
organizations in other states (e.g., Vermont Energy Investment Corporation, 
Austin Energy, and the State of Connecticut) have greenhouse-gas reduction 
goals. Should Energy Trust? Should Energy Trust work with compressed natural 
gas, transportation or other customer groups to help achieve such goals? 


(2) Reaching under-served customers: Should Energy Trust have an explicit goal to 
return benefits to all customers who pay public purpose charges?  


 
C. Peak load management: Utility investments in generation, transmission and 


distribution facilities are typically geared to serve demand that occurs only in certain 
peak periods. Delaying or reducing this investment by saving energy in peak periods 
could produce significant savings. It is increasingly difficult for utilities to manage 
fluctuations in supply and demand. How might energy efficiency, distributed 
renewable generation and demand response programs fit together to lower ratepayer 
costs? Should Energy Trust play a role in helping to manage load, for example: 
 
(1) Offering higher incentives for energy efficiency measures that reduce peak 


demand more than other measures?  
(2) Tracking and reporting estimated contributions to peak savings? Would such 


estimates add value to Energy Trust programs, the board, OPUC or utilities?  
(3) As the value of load management becomes clearer, working with electric utilities 


on integrated controls for water heating, industrial refrigeration, and other flexible 
loads that save energy while balancing wind?    


(4) Exploring opportunities to use load management technology such as thermal 
storage to provide a market for intermittent resources? 


(5) Exploring the use of integrated distributed generation and DSM programs, 
including Smart Grid, to help manage demand and support electric system 
resiliency to withstand storms or other disruptions? 
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3. How can Energy Trust ensure that its strategic plan appropriately complements 


plans of state, regional and other organizations? 


Energy Trust’s strategic planning process will incorporate input from other organizations 
and interested parties at several points. The Oregon Public Utility Commission and the 
Oregon Department of Energy participate on Energy Trust’s strategic planning 
committee. Comments and consultation on this document is actively sought. Similarly, 
public input will be invited on a draft strategic plan. Energy Trust will actively consult its 
advisory councils in this process.  


At the same time, energy planning is occurring at many other levels. The Oregon 
Governor’s office has a 10-Year Energy Plan. The Oregon Department of Energy, the 
Northwest Power and Conservation Council, the Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance 
and others are engaged in strategic planning. Are there ways in which Energy Trust 
should complement these planning efforts apart from the consultation and comment 
processes that are already anticipated? 


 


2015-2019 Strategic Plan Development Schedule 


 


Key Dates 


 February 26 Board meeting, schedule and overview 


 March 12 CAC, RAC Strategic topics discussion 


 May 14 Board meeting, introduction of draft as preparation for retreat 


 June 13-14 Board retreat, discussion of draft plan 


 July 30 Board meeting, update on feedback and retreat follow up 


 October 1 Board review and approval of final plan 


Info
Gathering
Nov ‘13-


Feb


Strategic 
Issues
March


Create 
Draft 
Plan


Apr-May


Board 
Review 
of Draft


June 
retreat


Draft 
Plan 


Outreach
July-Aug


Review 
and 


Approval
Sep-Oct
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